2022 UPPRIZE COMPANY APPLICATIONS
We have developed the first proactive and individually tailored solution that can
reliably detect and intervene before a crisis occurs, serving as a guardian angel on
your wrist. With higher rates of overdose and mental health crises, a new approach
is needed in our highly connected and fast-paced world.
Our proposed business concept is a software platform for supporting researchers
in their R&D through organizing scientific articles, creating knowledge graphs, and
generating new scientific hypotheses to expedite interdisciplinary discoveries. The
existing platforms focus on 'interdisciplinary' contextual linking, whereas we focus
on 'interdisciplinary' knowledge discovery.

Elevate Arnold LLC

We are seeking UpPrize to expand our capabilities to offer a self-service option to
decrease costs and encourage access to our equipment to others regardless of
their ability to pay. In partnership with the New Kensington Arts Center for space,
we would like to create a Maker Space for businesses and organizations to be able
to print their own designs and grow.
Most websites in this area give students simple vocational assessment tests using
preferences and multiple choice questions. Our tools will use the student's own
data experiences, social media, records, grades, accomplishments and more to
help create a list of possible pathways toward post-secondary education training
experiences to help the students attain their personal and lift goals and objectives.

Meta Peak

First Sip created the SYP "Share Your Purpose" program, a 6-month course with
the power of First Sip Studios to create video and photo assets for disadvantaged
businesses that empower them to overcome any immediate obstacles the
company is currently facing. First Sip is black, veteran and woman-owned, so we
know firsthand the struggles facing that demographic and having the technology,
knowledge and means to create engaging content.
Ars Poetica is the go-to for poetry audiobooks, where listeners can not only find,
download, and stream poetry read by the poets themselves but get to know the
artists through exclusive content and also share their own audio poetry.

Writ Large Projects

EIDAR's AIM (Autonomous Interactive Module) mounts on any shopping cart and
makes the cart smart. It allows grocery shoppers to find, scan, and pay for the
items on the shopping cart itself, avoiding them standing in long waiting lines at
the cashier register.

We will provide a method for all communities to become self-sufficient with a
hyperlocal micro-grocery / micro-farm model that will work with local wellness
professionals to deliver highly desired and needed organic food to both nourish and
improve the health in communities that have become food deserts. These satellite
locations will be franchise units targeting minorities, women and veterans to become
owners. We will use natural gas and electric vehicles to provide home deliveries.
Farms Close By

Sustainible serves effective in moving a business forward. The platform contains
assessments that analyze the business idea's viability and provides a capital journey
roadmap for steps they can take to increase their likelihood of obtaining capital to
grow.
A Culturally Responsive Digital Hub is an interactive multimedia platform that will
deliver culturally responsive training and education to healthcare providers and
provide a directory of medical and mental health care access resources to their Latinx
clients in Pittsburgh. This program stands out from other interventions in its specific
dedication to serving Pittsburgh's Latinx population and its comprehensive and
integrative approach to solving a systemic issue.
The purpose of Octapp is to help transform development planning processes by
facilitating structured management of goals, requirements, and potential rewards
and enabling clear communication between Administrators, Educators/Counselors,
Juvenile Justice Workers, Youth, and their Families. In addition, our collaborative
development planning services are designed to provide the youth with directed
opportunities for positive growth.

My New Leaf

The Cultural Engagement Playbook is a bottom-up innovative diversity & inclusion
training program that challenges individuals to explore their definition of diversity.
This self-awareness disclosure playbook uses exercises inspired by in-person cultural
competency practices to prompt trainees to reflect on and engage with their personal
experiences.
Our API-first software platform combines health & wellness content, an e-commerce
marketplace and software as a service that uniquely positions us to create a demanddriven flywheel effect by driving traffic through engaging content, attracting sellers
with more lucrative sales channels, and improving product availability that will bring
more convenient access to whole foods and local farms in Pittsburgh's underserved
communities.
We help municipalities solve major Electric Vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure gaps
due to increased EV ownership by providing a turnkey solution for equitable access
to EV charging infrastructure as close to residential homes. We fund, source, procure,
install, maintain, and network the EV chargers to limit any burden on the
municipality.

Phase 4 Learning
Center

involveMINT

P4247 CommUNITY is an anti-violence and intervention program to address the
needs of at-risk and disadvantaged people from marginalized neighborhoods in SW
PA. Using technology programs at Phase 4's Best Buy and Teen Tech Center, along
with career opportunities from key national and international partners such as the
US Armed Forces, solutions to violence surface and are provided to reconnect the
disconnected, arriving at a safe and successful future with a solid career pathway.
Individuals and environs in need of help are inherently unable to pay for the services
they receive, creating a market failure that typically relies on government grants or
philanthropy. By creating a market outside of- but complementary to our current
money system, we can mint new money to pay for anti-poverty and environmental
work, creating a sustainable means of valuing types of labor not valued by the market
economy; this reduces the burden on cash-strapped governments and
philanthropies
DisSolves sells the first all-natural, edible packaging that dissolves in water. Food
companies buy DisSolves' packaging to wrap single servings of their powdered
products in water-soluble pods, similar to the pods found in the detergent industry.
The Young Dreamers' Bookstore is a mobile book retail startup founded in 2022 for
young children and their families. Our innovative approach to selling books focuses
on connecting children with books that speak directly to their dreams, and we
proudly feature books that herald protagonists of African descent from across the
globe. We do this to normalize cultural inclusion while sparking children's
imagination and self-efficacy.
BLK DYMND is unique from other cashback mobile applications in the market
because our focus is solely on promoting Black-owned businesses. The BLK DYMND
Rewards mobile application is a tool that will allow a consumer to earn points for
purchasing goods or services, those rewards will enable the consumer to save money
through discounts on future purchases.

Onboarding the next 1.8 billion casual gamers to Web3 by merging casual and
progression style play.
Peanut Games

Kangaroo Birthing
& Maternity

NurturHer is a platform where postpartum mothers connect with those who drive, deliver
and educate by providing family-sized pre-cooked meals, laundry service and learning
tutorials for postpartum underserved, low-income birthing persons. We're building a
mom-to-mom maternal health workforce that offers personalized and contactless service
to mothers to address food insecurities while offering mentoring circles that fill mothers'
well-being during the most vulnerable time in their lives.

The best solutions are the ones that already exist in communities. We provide a
concrete mechanism for community-based organizations to support and enhance
peer-to-peer banking in the communities they serve by extending loan guarantees to
their constituents. Furthermore, we are innovating a new approach to assessing
creditworthiness by uplifting informal loan repayment data for use in mainstream
credit underwriting.
LotsToLove.org demystifies the steps of land acquisition, environmental stabilization,
land stewardship, and development planning. We exist to help people of color
acquire vacant property and, with that land, generate intergenerational wealth and
environmental health.
We deliver accessible, affordable, and innovative digital solutions for digital
marketing inside one business application to build digital proficiency. Our products
combine a prescriptive balance of technology that encourages hands-on learning to
build confidence, competence, and capacity. We transform vision, intellectual
curiosity, and technological needs for advancement into learning pathways, friendly
digital tools, and artificial intelligence (AI) powered solutions.
MOYO is a cloud-based program management platform designed to guide non-profit
organizations through strategic stages that allow them to better respond to dynamic
social variables. Using four stages (Imagine, Plan, Develop, and Act), MOYO will enable
organizations to create seamlessly, evaluate and implement their programs by
integrating ideation, planning, and implementation into one platform.
Royally Fit is preparing to launch a Produce Prescription Program as an initiative of
our Wellness Pharmacy. As defined by the National Produce Prescription
Collaborative, "[a] Produce Prescription Program is a medical treatment or
preventative service for patients who are eligible due to diet-related health risk or
condition, food insecurity or other documented challenges in access to nutritious
foods…[they] enable patients to access healthy produce with no added cost to the
patient.
Our Dashcam App allows bicyclists to record their rides by purchasing a $15 mount
that attaches their smartphone to their handlebars. If they get hit by a driver, they'll
have video evidence to take to the insurance company.
Dashcam for
your Bike, Inc

The ComTAK process is a patented Advanced Catalytic Oxidative process that can
effectively treat acid mine drainage (AMD) and other industrial wastewater streams
contaminated with metals, oils and organics. The process is patented in the US,
Canada, Australia, South Africa, and Chile.

APS Youth Agents act as managers for our students in the Academic, Personal, and
Social areas of their lives. APS Youth Agents handle the logistics of our student's
academic and extracurricular calendars to help maximize their time and efforts to
pursue their personal goals. APS Agents also pursue elite resources and services that
build the students' network and equip them with a foundation they can stand on
through high school and adulthood.

APS Youth
Networking Agency CampusChat helps its users identify what they don't know about sex and relationships

while destigmatizing their seeking of that information. We created a fictional universe
of characters that live on a college campus and are trying to navigate their romantic
and sexual lives successfully. The user is essentially a fly on the wall for text message
exchanges between these characters and, at times, is asked to make choices for the
character, which dictates the story's outcome.

VBW Training

Brown Mamas

Our partnerships present opportunities and access to an evidence-based educational
curriculum. We offer CPR, First Aid, AED Training, Basic Life Support, Babysitting
Certification, and Medication Administration for unlicensed Health care personnel.
Brown Mamas' Resource Hub and Referral System Pilot is a culturally responsive,
automated and intelligent online resource hub and referral system that centers on the
lived experiences and needs of Black mothers in the Pittsburgh region based on the
decade-long work Brown Mamas has done as the organizers and activators of a
community of over 6,000 Black moms. A primary function of our referral system will be
to focus not only on the referral process itself but also center the needs and habits of
its users and incentivize honest feedback.
YOU need food to live! We use education as well as technology to reach our clients.
Each meal is carefully thought out and prepared in a state-of-the-art commercial
kitchen. The goal is to get more food from farm to table. We show the community how
to grow, maintain and prepare healthy meals.
PropelU is a digital social network geared towards the needs of high school students
and college admissions officers. Several services provide data or advice to colleges;
however, PropelU circumvents the need for these alternatives as it allows for an all-inone solution for direct student data, feedback, and acquisition.
Our competitors service former student-athletes to help them find jobs, but what about
professional development during college? We work around our student's hectic sports
and class schedules to provide career development and ensure that they earn tangible
experience that can propel their careers post-graduation while providing businesses
with excellent results.
We use food to change lives by creating a digital ecosystem that brings resources
together to eradicate food insecurity. We will leverage science, technology, engineering,
arts, and math, to evolve Pittsburgh into the first food secure city.

The E.A.T Initiative

We combine creative healing strategies and techniques using elements of art, fashion,
design, and consciousness-rasing group to encourage Black women to step out of their
normality and become intentional about their healing. This is done in a specific
environment designed for them, where they can be transparent, honest, open, and
accessible without judgment.

AeroTrip
Transportation

AeroTrip is developing real-time solutions to tackle the two leading delay causes with
deep analytics and on-the-ground digital platforms. According to the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics, as of April 2022, air carrier delays 8.09%, and aircraft arriving
late 7.77% were two reasons for airline delays and cancellations and about 16% over
50% of flight delays and cancellations by reason, outpacing weather 0.61% security
0.07% with 75.68% of all flights arriving on time globally.
We strongly focus on addressing the Black community and the specific traumas they
have experienced. We do this by interrupting and breaking generational curses and
helping clients to overcome "post-traumatic slave syndrome", a term coined by Dr. Joy
Degruy. Our model of care focuses on the use of self, continuity of care, social justice
and cultural humility.
We are 100% focused on creating opportunities for employees to be inclusive and a
workplace culture of inclusion as a key outcome of our suggested and facilitated
employee networking conversations. We do this by crossing people who would not
usually meet during work, using targeted conversation prompts, and measuring
inclusion in the workplace with real-time pulse survey questions.
Blanket and Board provides a range of services from DIY Picnic Boxes that can be
enjoyed in any location to elegant grazing tables for corporate events and weddings.
We do our best to ensure that the food we serve and many décor items are locally
sourced.

ZuzLab

The ZUZ platform uses branded digital assets to empower communities to grow their
local economy. A ZUZ-based community currency harnesses distributed ledger
technology to build trust and deepen relationships, creating a self-sustaining cycle
increasing local spending and civic engagement.
Destine to Be LLC Transitional/Supportive Housing will provide housing for youth who
are at risk of homelessness or are currently homeless. This is needed in Pittsburgh,
surrounding areas, and other States.

Toyz Electronics

Dah-Varsity is an Afrofutristic Metaverse where students create a Superhero version of
themselves by developing STEAM skills and making and selling assets from their
Superherorap stories on an app. Learning includes technical, creative, and soft skills
that prepare students for STEAM careers. Students sell items created in our
marketplace.

Frogang Foundation Inc is unique because it's created specifically for black girls. It works
hard to encourage and empower them to love their natural selves; we provide them with
a safe space for their issues to be heard and solved. We meet weekly for our Successful
Sister Sessions that are meant to build them up and give them the tools they need to
succeed.
re: Bloom's mission is to make web services accessible, affordable, and sustainable for
women and/or minority-owned small businesses. We connect volunteers, who serve as
technical consultants, to small business owners to build new websites and train
business owners on how to manage them.
Our service focuses on providing and facilitating high-impact learning experiences such
as research and cooperative learning opportunities to historically marginalized student
groups so they can also benefit from the tremendous growth in STEM-related careers
that Pittsburgh and western PA has recently experienced. Additionally, our service
provides unique ways to connect undergraduate students and high school students who
do not have opportunities for experiential learning and connections.
TABLEFOUR will be able to update users about their orders in real-time. In addition, the
app will allow users to request what they need at the touch of a button without having
to wait for the server to come out to them and ask
TABLEFOUR

West End
P.O.W.E.R

We are the only organization in PGH that focus on the core needs of the men, women
and families affected by the criminal justice system. Our program the Colorful
Backgrounds/EXPO (Ex-Incarcerated People Organizing) is a program to train formerly
incarcerated people to organize for change in the criminal justice system and build their
employment prospects with a 12-week class with courses on areas such as Job
Readiness, Including resume writing and mock interviews, Basic Computer Skills,
Including Internet Security, Social Media Basics and Google Workspace training,
Community Organizing, Leadership Skills, Anger Management, Financial Literacy,
Including Bank Account Basics, Budgeting and Credit Repair, Expungement Clinic.
The CO.CAREERS platform is built to enable a low-effort user experience for people of all
walks of life through a context-aware search engine that displays good jobs while
promoting upskilling through easy-to-understand and consume career content created
to promote future-proof jobs to diverse communities. Founded by Ali Jaffar and backed
by purpose-driven digital agency Key Medium, CO.CAREERS and its award-winning team
are on a mission to make it easy to connect people and organizations in your
community with a private talent network and up-to-date practical career resources.
Building on the incredible success of our recently-launched Black Teaching Artist in
Residence Program, we want to create a shared full-time position for a Black Teaching
Artist and pair this program with scholarship access for underserved Pittsburgh children
and teens. Additionally, we will partner with the online platform Acceptd to leverage their
national network and reach a larger pool of candidates and programs.

The Care-Metrix Diversity Index serves as both a DEI compass to determine the starting
point for the organization and a roadmap to assess the criticality of each area. All
aggregated data will be available on an easy-to-read dashboard that details where your
organization scores in organizational care, culture-affirming care, social/professional care,
and psychological safety/emotional care.
We created a luxury cosmetic brand that makes women feel empowered, free, confident,
sexy and healthy.
Beta Builders: Increasing Computer Science Skills in Minority Communities Across Western
Pennsylvania. Beta Builders provides one on one instruction to students ranging from 10 18 years old. The in-person instruction at active community centers, including recreation
centers, churches, and schools, makes us unique.

A.C.S

ACS provides rides from one point to another. The uniqueness is that there isn't another
company in Washington. Also, there is not an age limit on whom we service. Finally, no
party is too large or too small.
Here at STGGTS, we provide safe spaces for our youth to use social media sites to
understand themselves accurately in person or online. We are in multiple underresourced communities. We build our teen's minds with different youth development
programs like" All Guns Down An Educational Guide For Reducing Gun Violence".
The Cocoapreneur Directory is the only Black business directory in the Southwest PA
region and solves a long-standing, research-backed issue of racial inequity in economics in
this region. In addition, this tool can be replicated in other regions with similar issues.

Self MAED

Self MAED (meditate, align, enlighten, discover) supports the healing, growth, and selfdiscovery for Black women through the use of a mindfulness curriculum that relates to
their unique life experiences in a retreat setting.The Self MAED mindfulness program is a
six-week mindfulness course culminating in a weekend retreat for mothers and their
child(ren), this innovative holistic approach to supporting the emotional well-being of soloBlack parents is the only of its kind in the Pittsburgh area
MV is a HIPAA and FERPA-compliant app that promotes VDC. MV is unique because it's not
tied to a specific provider, insurance, school or program, and the child's parent or
guardian is empowered as the host of the digital village. In addition, digital consent
authorization directly through MV allows the village to move with the child throughout
every transition, including provider changes, moving to a different school, or relocating.

We'd love to build upon the inherent success of the original [One Large] project and create
a larger vehicle for innovative thinking around equity in economics. The [One Large] Debit
& Rewards Card would allow participants to support underserved organizations and
creatives with everyday purchases. Rounding up their debit card interaction to the nearest
dollar - to be put in a fund for redistribution. The cardholder is also incentivized with
Color Me Urban unique discounts and experiences.
AYUDATE is unique in that it will offer access to virtual mental health services in Spanish
from the beginning to the end of treatment, all tailored to the needs of the Hispanic
population in Western PA. What is also special is that AYUDATE will offer online
psychoeducational groups and courses in Spanish, all in one virtual space, thus creating a
virtual bridge connecting mental health resources in Spanish to Western PA from
throughout the state.
An AI-Powered, low-cost, and rapid diagnostic solution for ocular diseases on mobile
devices. .
E-Carebetics

Re is an on-the-job SaaS tool for developing context-specific strategies anchored in a
manager's unique relationships with each of their direct reports. We do not speak about
the importance of inclusion; we integrate inclusive thinking into day-to-day managerial
decision-making processes.
Sevo EEG electrodes are a patent-pending EEG accessory to leverage the strength of
natural coarse, curly hair to hold traditional electrodes in contact with the scalp of Black
patients. Sevo electrodes improve the electrical resistance between the EEG electrode
and the scalp and the recordings' reliability.
Our AI-driven monitoring and evaluation platform brings transparency of injustices and
community solutions and increases access to solutions without barriers associated with
budgets or skills. We generate the social pressure to shift policy, labor, resources, and
capital to businesses validated in improving the lives of marginalized communities.
Make It Home Safe provides real-time remote identity to police and verification that it is a
police officer before the officer approaches the vehicle on foot.
Our service is a unique way to make people feel good. Our goal is to empower and uplift
others by showing a small act of kindness, # SMAK. Our premier event, #SMAKenger
Hunt is just like a traditional scavenger hunt, with our own unique twist. Each participant
receives clues that will lead to various locations. But, instead of finding objects, you will
find people to # SMAK them with a $5 gift card.
Drink Beans provides digital business tools that help coffee shops and roasters operate
efficiently and effectively in the 21st century. DB empowers independent businesses with
the tech and services that power the big chains.

Drink Beans

BuckGet.com is the first and only website and app that allows you to buy and sell products
and services at any price, including free.

